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Will this work better than the 
Alternative Scheduling that we 

currently use? Our school is 
Independent Studies and every 

teacher "teaches" up to 50 
courses.



If a Teacher is in Staff as a Community School Teacher for Primary 
School and a Master Schedule Section is created for them, once 
the teacher leaves Community School and goes to Court School 
and the Primary School is changed to Court, it changes the entry 
for her in the Community School Master Schedule to Court instead 
of leaving it for the history of the Master Schedule Section.  Is 
there a way to stop it from changing every time a teacher changes 
Schools?



Is there a way to mass schedule students in Flex 
who are in Alt Ed School? 

How does flex scheduling lend itself to Alt Ed 
School? 



Will Flex scheduling work with 
gradebooks?



Will it be required for elementary schools to utilize Flex 
Scheduling ?

If the answer is yes to it being required for either 
school (TK-5 or 6-8), 

is that for the 24/25 school year or 23/24?



We are switching to flex for 23-24 and are a K8 district. 
Because Elem w/MST 6th grade is "Daily" attendance and 7-
8th is Secondary with "Period" attendance, we are currently 
split into 2 schools. With Flex is it possible to have all grades 
in one school under "Period" attendance?

And if so, wondering about some Pros & Cons?

Like does that then force the 6th grade attendance to be 
"open" for teachers all day even though they don't have 
multiple classes? 



In SMS, creating scheduling groups/team scheduling 
groups, it doesn't work to schedule the students into 
the appropriate classes.  It used to work and now I find 
myself in Flex having to hand schedule and lock the 
students into the classes they are supposed to be 
scheduled in.  



If we start with just one M-F calendar (because we do 
not need all the other, complicated options), how can we 

copy the Flex-Schedule format from one school to 
another then change the Section numbers; Or is this NOT 

recommended?  Maybe this is more of a calendar 
question, but I'm so confused about this process, I need 
to start somewhere.... "Even if there are no changes to a 

current Master Schedule (MST) setup, schools should 
transition to Flex Scheduling and build the same basic 

configurations with Flex Periods (FTF) and a Class 
Calendar (CCL).  "



Can I make a packet so that Mrs. Jones 1st 
grade goes to Mr. Smith's PE section and Mrs. 
Apple's 2nd grade goes to Mr. Smith's PE 
section so that if a clerk enrolls a student in 
Mrs. Jones class they are automatically 
enrolled in Mr. Smith's PE?



Wrap Up

Flex Scheduling Documents:
https://support.aeries.com/support/solutions/folders/14000124283

Table Diagram for Flex Scheduling: 
https://support.aeries.com/support/solutions/articles/14000133304-aeries-table-
relations-for-flex-scheduling
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